Using the Schauder fixed point theorem we establish the solvability of an initial-boundary value problem for a nonlinear first order system of composite type. The procedure depends on first establishing a priori estimates for the solutions. This investigation generalizes the results of [1, 3, 4] .
We suppose that the system (1.1) and (1.2) satisfies Condition C below: 
We discuss a proper initial-boundary value problem (Problem A) for the system (1.1) and (1.2), with the following initial and boundary conditions (F := Re
where A k€,Pk are HOlder continuous functions, and Pkk(Z)I = 1, akk(t)I = 1, and Pk ,Q k satisfy
in which a (> i. ), kL,k2 (^ 0) are constants Moreover, for s E r and 1 <k n,
where Hko, H m (m = 1,.. ., -1) are unknown real constants to be determined appropriately. Moreover, if 0, we assume that the solution w of (1.1) satisfies the point condition
where a3 are distinct points on F, and bj are real constants with the condition IbI k3 , and k3 (> 0) is a constant.
In the following, we first give a priori estimates of solutions for Problem A. Afterwards, we prove the solvability of Problem A by using the Schauder fixed-point theorem.
Under some further restrictions, we can discuss the uniqueness of the solution for Problem A. The results in this paper are generalizations of the results in [3] and [1]. §2. A priori estimate of solutions for the initial-boundary value problem
First of all, we consider Problem A for the system (1.1), (1.2) with n = 1:
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the corresponding initial and boundary condition is as follows: 
and /3 are constants as stated in Lemma 2.1.
Proof: Let the solution [w,sI be inserted into the system (1.1), (1.2), the initial and boundary condition (1.6), (1.7), (1.10). It is clear that [w k , s ki is a solution of the composite type system (k = 1, . . . , n) 
(2.14)
We first discuss [wi,sil . From Condition C, it can be seen that A,, R 1 , B1 , Bj in (2.10)-(2.14) satisfy
According to Lemma 2.1, it can be obtained
Next, we consider [w2 , s 21 . From (2.10) -(2.14) (k = 2) and Condition C, we have Moreover, we can obtain 
Thus, (2.8) and (2.9) are established.
§3. The solvability of the initial and boundary value problem
We first discuss a special case:
A,=A(z), B zrB(z)(j=1,..., 4; 1<k, £<n) of the system (1.1), (1:2), and denote such system by 
, respectively. When t = 0, using Lemma 3.1 in Ref. [2] , we see that the boundary value problem (3.2), (3.4), (3.5) has a unique solution w, and similarly we can prove that the initial value problem (3.3), (3.6) has a solution S. Hence in this case, [w, s] is a unique solution of Problem B.
Assuming that Problem B for t = to (0 < to < 1) is solvable, we can verify that there exists. a positive number 6, such that Problem B has a unique solution [w, s] -to = (t -to) t(z,w',s')+ B(z) (3.10) and the initial-boundary condition (3.4), (3.6). It is not difficult to see that W n+ l = W'+ 1 ....wn, St = 8 n+1 3n is a solution of the following initial-boundary value problem:
With the method used in the prbof of Theorem 2.2, we can obtain 
and Next, we prove the solvability of Problem A for (1.1), (1.2). 
